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Abstract The oxidation of nitric oxide (NO) is a critical step when promoting lean

NOx trap and selective catalytic reduction conversion effectiveness; hence, it is

important to understand the fundamental reaction mechanism. This awareness of the

detailed reaction mechanism allows for the determination of an appropriate global

reaction rate expression for numerical simulation efforts in the automotive field.

This work succinctly reviews the literature in this area and derives a global

expression for NO oxidation from stoichiometry using the detailed reactions steps.

In this version, the parameters used to simulate the global expression are derived

from the kinetic theory of gases and the detailed study of each NO reaction step;

ensuring the correct functional dependency of each reaction parameter. Moreover,

the global model is adapted to simulate different surface morphologies. The effect

of temperature and surface changes (dispersion, particle size) are included while

determining the parameters, so that the same variables can be used over wide range

of catalysts effectively. This work summarizes the literature of experimentally

observed NO oxidation in terms of surface coverage, species concentration

dependency, and temperature variation. Finally, the authors verify the global model

by simulating experimental data obtained for catalysts with varying noble metal

particle size. As a result, the adaptive global model predicts NO oxidation con-

version with changes in surface morphologies at greater than 93 % accuracy for the

experimental data taken.
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Introduction

In today’s society, there is a significant need to decrease fuel consumption while

reducing dependency on fossil fuels. This has led to an increase in demand for

compression ignition (CI) and gasoline direct injected (GDI) engines because of

their increased fuel economy relative to stoichiometric engines. However, current

and future regulations on nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions are particularly

challenging to meet, for these lean-burning engines [1–4]. Under the traditional

stoichiometric operating conditions of a port fuel injected gasoline engine, carbon

monoxide (CO), hydrogen (H2), and hydrocarbon (HC) emissions exist in sufficient

quantities to reduce NOx emissions from the engine over a traditional three way

catalyst (TWC). However, the lean exhaust of CI and GDI engines contains mainly

oxygen (O2) and nitrogen monoxide (NO) without any other reducing species in

adequate quantities to react over the TWC. Since NOx decomposition is difficult to

facilitate in oxygen rich environments, a low cost solution for conversion of NOx to

N2 and O2 is required.

In order to overcome this issue, various indirect catalytic approaches have been

studied for NOx reduction. The most common methods are selective catalytic

reduction (SCR) and lean NOx traps (LNTs). While SCR devices have largely

become the automotive industry standard, the prospect of LNTs operating without a

secondary fueling infrastructure (i.e., Diesel Exhaust Fluid) make them an attractive

option. LNTs operate in two phases; a lean phase is used for storing NOx, whereas a

rich phase provides regeneration of the catalyst and reduction of stored NOx. Since

LNTs prefer the storage of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) as compared to NO, the

oxidation of NO is a critical step during LNT operation [5–7]. Often an oxidation

catalyst (OC) is placed upstream of LNT and SCR devices in order to facilitate NO2

production from NO. This is because SCR devices also prefer to convert NO2 (using

ammonia) because of its greater oxidative capabilities. Of note, LNTs and OCs are

often formulated using Pt/c-alumina catalysts as the base with other metals added

(e.g., barium for LNTs) to promote the desired reactions.

Even though LNTs and OCs are commercially produced, one can still improve

their operation by reducing the amount of precious metals while increasing their

NOx conversion. In this area, various researchers have investigated NO oxidation

over Pt/c-alumina catalysts while describing detailed and global reaction mecha-

nisms [7–20]. However, while reviews of the NO oxidation mechanism have been

accomplished [12, 21], further depth and understanding is needed. Hence, this work

summarizes the literature findings for the detailed reaction mechanism. Moreover,

only a few papers discuss the global reaction mechanism for NO oxidation [7, 13,

14, 22–25]. This kinetic modeling option is a definite need in the automotive

industry for computationally fast catalyst simulation tools [26]. While some efforts

use a power law expression, only Bhatia et al. provided a global mechanism for NO

oxidation and modeled the system using the same reaction rate expression [25]. The

following global reaction rate derivation differs from the Bhatia version as it takes

NO oxidation as written in Eq. 1 as this half order oxygen reaction rate dependence

has been shown by a number of groups [27–30]. A simplified overall reaction rate
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expression based upon this global reaction by Sampara et al. achieved accept-

able results modeling NO oxidation for diesel oxidation catalysts (DOC) [30]:

NO þ 0:5O2 �

k1

k�1

NO2 ð1Þ

There is no consensus in the literature with respect to the various parameters to

be used in the reaction mechanism, such as surface coverage of O2 and NO2, or how

the various parameters might change with temperature and catalyst surface

properties (e.g., dispersion or particle size). As a result, this work aims to fill in

the gaps in the literature by providing experimental conversion data for catalysts

with different dispersion and particle sizes at the same reaction conditions (i.e.,

space, time, oxygen, and NO concentrations) along with a global reaction rate

expression and corresponding parameter values. Finally, a novel approach to

simulate aging within the global kinetic frame work is established wherein noble

metal particle size and reaction temperatures are used to described changes in the

catalyst surface and atomic surface coverages resulting from the aforementioned

thermal aging and operating temperature variation.

This adaptive approach for determining parameters expands the use of a global

reaction rate expression for different catalyst morphologies, and aging conditions

[31, 32]. Furthermore, these values were derived from catalyst fundamentals,

resulting in parameter changes that can be interpreted based upon the observed

physical changes. It should be noted that both experimental and simulation efforts

were performed in the absence of additional species like water and carbon dioxide

in order to focus on the main goal of an NO oxidation study. Furthermore, only

platinum is included as the reactive metal catalyst; whereas, for LNT devices other

materials (e.g., barium) can significantly influence Pt particle size and dispersion,

subsequently affecting NO oxidation. Hence, the model formulation presented is

more suited towards an OC device, but can be used to gain insight into LNT

operation. First, in order to understand NO oxidation in more detail, a succinct

historical account is provided.

Historical review

Work on NO oxidation began in the 1980s and it has undergone substantial research

since then [33, 34]. The reaction was found to be equilibrium limited with NO2

production peaking around 623–643 K [10, 12]. This presence of NO2 inhibits the

reaction [23] and it was found that the rate is structure sensitive; it rises with an

increase in platinum particle size (i.e., a decrease in Pt dispersion) [10, 12, 35, 36].

In addition, the NO oxidation rate will increase with platinum loading up to 2–4 %

[37]. Finally, there is no definitive consensus in the literature on whether the

reaction follows a Langmuir–Hinshelwood (L–H) or Eley–Rideal (E–R) reaction

mechanism [7, 8, 11–15, 22, 23, 25].

With respect to the individual steps of the detailed mechanism, NO adsorbs

molecularly on the platinum particle with nitrogen attaching to the platinum and its

dissociation is substantially reduced in presence of oxygen [38–40]. Both oxygen
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and nitrogen dioxide adsorb dissociatively on platinum within the range of reaction

temperatures studied [41, 42]. Nitrogen dioxide is a strong sintering agent as

compared to NO, which in turn is stronger than oxygen [43]. Oxygen tends to

desorb above 650 K and desorption temperature decreases with increased platinum

particle size. On the other hand, surface coverage of oxygen increases with

temperature from 300 to 650 K [41]. Nearly all researchers agree on the following

steps of NO oxidation given below.

NO þ Pt�
k2

k�2

Pt � NO ð2Þ

1

2
O2 þ Pt�

k3

k�3

Pt � O ð3Þ

Pt � NO þ Pt � O�

k4

k�4

Pt � NO2 þ Pt ð4Þ

Pt � NO2 �

k5

k�5

NO2 þ Pt ð5Þ

Although there is debate in literature with respect to the L–H or the E–R reaction

mechanism, in this effort, the authors observe that L–H is the preferred method for NO

oxidation over the E–R mechanism [7, 44]. This is because NO2 requires two sites to

dissociate; hence, the forward reaction of NO oxidation should follow as the reverse of

NO2 dissociation [7, 10, 39]. In addition, the literature suggests that surface coverage

of both NO and oxygen contributes to variations observed in the NO oxidation rate,

further suggesting the L–H pathway [10, 14, 25, 28]. Finally, most researchers

working in the field of NO oxidation and storage support the same pathway for

generation of the global reaction rate expression [12, 14–16, 18, 19, 22, 25, 28].

Based upon the presented detailed reaction mechanism, the global reaction

mechanism is developed in a latter part of this paper. In order to calibrate the kinetic

parameters of this global mechanism, a Pt/c-alumina catalyst was prepared and

packed bed experiments were conducted.

Nomenclature

Variable Description Units

A Adsorption pre-exponential (atm-1)

APt Area of platinum site (m2 site-1)

A Constant of calibration (-)

B Constant of calibration (-)

�C Molar species concentration (mol m-3)

D Particle size (m)

D Gas diffusivity (m2 s-1)

E Activation energy (J mol-1)
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Variable Description Units

Ga Geometric surface area per unit volume (m2 m-3)

Gca Catalytic surface area per unit volume (m2 m-3)

�h Molar specific enthalpy (J mol-1)

DH Heat of adsorption (J mol-1)

K Reaction kinetics pre-exponential (mol m-2 s-1)

K Adsorption equilibrium (atm-1)

ma Mass of molecule (kg)

NA Avogadro’s number (6.02214179 9 1023) (mol-1)

m Frequency of collision (s-1)

Pt � O Adsorbed atomic oxygen on platinum (-)

Pt � NO Adsorbed NO on platinum (-)

Pt � NO2 Adsorbed NO2 on platinum (-)

P Pressure (atm)

R Forward or reverse reaction rate (varies)

�R Molar gaseous reaction rate (mol m-2 s-1)

Ru Universal gas constant (J mol-1 K-1)

S Sticking coefficient (-)

S0 Initial sticking coefficient (-)

Experimental

Catalyst samples

High surface area c-alumina (Strem Chemicals) was conditioned by sintering at

1073 K for 24 h and sieved to a particle size\100 lm. The conditioned c-alumina

was impregnated with an aqueous solution of the Pt precursor (platinum diammine

nitrite 5 wt% in aqueous ammonia, Strem Chemicals). Catalysts were produced

using the incipient wetness impregnation technique. The Pt precursor was diluted to

a solution volume equivalent to the total pore volume of the support. Pt/c-Al2O3 was

produced to contain a 1/100 ratio by weight. The catalyst was dried at 393 K for

24 h and sintered at temperatures between 873 and 1073 K in order to obtain

varying catalyst dispersion and particle size.

Catalyst sintering was carried out in a Thermolyne 46,100 muffle furnace

controlled by a Eurotherm 2408 temperature controller. During each of the sintering

steps the ramp rate for heating was 1 K min-1 and the cooling rate was 5 K min-1.

Catalysts were held at the specified sintering temperature for 8 h. Sintering was

conducted in a stagnant air environment.

Flow reactor set up

NO oxidation experiments were carried out in a quartz tube reactor of 6.35 mm OD,

ID of 4 mm, and a length of 2 cm. Catalyst powder was inserted into the tube held
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in place by quartz wool packing on both the top and bottom of the vertical tube.

Flow rates of the inlet gases were set by Porter mass flow meters and controlled by a

Porter four-channel mass flow controller. Reactor temperature was controlled by an

Omega CN6000 PID controller connected to a K-type thermocouple inserted

directly adjacent to the catalytic bed within the heating zone.

Catalyst characterization

A Micromeritics Autochem 2920 catalyst characterization system was used to

perform pulsed CO chemisorption to determine platinum dispersion. CO

chemisorption was performed at 323 K and a CO/Pt ratio of 1 was assumed in

the calculation of dispersion and subsequent particle size calculation. Transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) and energy-dispersive x-ray (EDX) analysis were

performed on an FEI Tencai F20 XT microscope using a Schottky field emitter

electron source.

Steady state experiments

The catalyst was initially reduced in 5 % H2/Argon mixture for 15 min at 673 K [8,

45, 46]. The catalyst was then conditioned in NO/O2 environment (608 ppm/3.7 %

vol.) with argon balance at 313 K at a space velocity of 59,000 h-1 [8]. The flow

conditions for the experiments are based on typical LNT catalyst studies [47]. It

should be noted that the pressure during passing through the catalyst was higher

(1.701 bar) than atmospheric in order to overcome the dilution gas pressure.

To obtain steady state NO oxidation conversions, the reactor was ramped to

temperature and held for 1 h at each steady state temperature. The conversion was

measured in the range of temperatures from 473 to 773 K with 50 K temperatures

increments. Pseudo-steady state profiles were obtained successively starting from

the lowest temperature of 473 K. Following the 1 h steady state measurement, the

reactor was then ramped at 10 K/min to the next temperature set point through the

full temperature range.

Modeling

Global kinetic mechanism

Bhatia et al. proposed a global reaction model similar to this effort and proved that

oxygen adsorption is the rate determining step using a micro-kinetic parametric

study (validated by others groups [14–16, 18, 19, 28, 48]). Given the previously

identified half order oxygen concentration dependence of NO oxidation, a new

global reaction rate expression is derived here based upon the reaction mechanism

in Eqs. 1–5.

The first step indicates that NO adsorption and desorption occurs with the

forward and reverse rates equal to:
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R2 ¼ k2pNOhPt ð6Þ

R�2 ¼ k�2hPt�NO ð7Þ

As oxygen adsorption is the rate determining step, these reactions are assumed to

be in equilibrium, where the equilibrium constant equals:

KNO ¼ k2=k�2 ð8Þ

At the same time, dissociative oxygen adsorption and desorption on platinum

occurs with the forward and reverse rates expressed as:

R3 ¼ k3p
1=2
O2

hPt ð9Þ

R�3 ¼ k�3hPt�O ð10Þ

From the previous discussion, the authors assume that this step in the reaction is

the rate determining step:

R1 ¼ RNO ¼ k3p
1=2
O2

hPt � k�3hPt�O ð11Þ

The third step of the reaction is the L–H oxidation reaction between adsorbed NO

and atomic oxygen combined with the reverse reaction which is the dissociation of

NO2:

R4 ¼ k4hPt�NOhPt�O ð12Þ

R�4 ¼ k�4hPt�NO2
hPt ð13Þ

with the equilibrium constant for the L–H step set as:

KLH ¼ k4=k�4 ð14Þ

In the next step, molecular nitrogen dioxide adsorption and desorption on

platinum occurs with the forward and reverse rates expressed as:

R5 ¼ k5pNO2
hPt ð15Þ

R�5 ¼ k�5hPt�NO2
ð16Þ

The equilibrium constant expressed as:

KNO2
¼ k5=k�5 ð17Þ

Solving Eqs. 6–8 and 12–17 results in:

hPt�O ¼ KNO2
pNO2

hPt

KLHpNOKNO

ð18Þ

The literature review illustrates that under most conditions, the surface is

primarily covered with atomic oxygen and NO, leaving negligible vacant sites. As a
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result, 1 ¼ hPt�NO þ hPt�O and NO2 and O2 surface coverage fractions are negligible.

This outcome, combined with Eqs. 6, 7 and 18, results in the following expression

for the available surface sites of Pt:

hPt ¼
1

KNO2
pNO2

KLHpNOKNO
þ pNOKNO

� � ð19Þ

Substituting Eqs. 18 and 19 into Eq. 11 yields:

RNO ¼ k3p
1=2
O2

� k�3

KNO2
pNO2

KLHpNOKNO

� �
hPt ð20Þ

Furthermore, incorporation of Eq. 19 into Eq. 20 results in:

RNO ¼
k3p

1=2
O2

KLHpNOKNOð Þ � k�3 KNO2
pNO2

ð Þ

KNO2
pNO2

þ pNOKNOð Þ2
KLH

h i ð21Þ

However, writing the global reaction rate as above does not account for the

equilibrium limiting conditions at higher temperatures. Recalling the governing

global reaction, Eq. 1, the forward and reverse reactions are:

R1 ¼ k1pNOp
1=2
O2

ð22Þ

R�1 ¼ k�1pNO2
ð23Þ

In equilibrium, the forward and backward rates are equal, which gives:

k1pNOp
1=2
O2

¼ k�1pNO2
; ð24Þ

The equilibrium constant that can be calculated from Gibbs free energy equals:

Keq ¼ k1=k�1 ð25Þ

Substituting Eq. 24 into 25 gives:

KeqpNOp
1=2
O2

¼ pNO2
ð26Þ

However, instead of substituting back the equilibrium constant from Eq. 26 directly

into the NO oxidation reaction rate expression in Eq. 21, it can be modified using the

properties of equilibrium for each detailed reaction step as proposed by Bhatia et al.

[25]. The equilibrium constant for overall NO oxidation can be deduced as:

Keq ¼ KLH

KNOKO2

KNO2

ð27Þ
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This can be modified as

KNO2

KO2

¼ KLHKNO

Keq

ð28Þ

As a result, Eq. 21 can be written as:

RNO ¼
k3KNOKLH p

1=2
O2

pNO � pNO2

Keq

� �

KNO2
pNO2

þ pNOKNOð Þ2
KLH

h i ð29Þ

Eq. 29 is the derived global reaction rate expression for NO oxidation with the

combined molecular and dissociative adsorption of oxygen as the rate determining

step.

Kinetic parameter values

The equilibrium constants used in Eq. 29 are derived from the kinetic theory of

gases [7, 8, 31, 49, 50]. For NO adsorption–desorption, this is given as

KNO ¼ NAAPtS
0
NO

mNO 2pWNORuTmð Þ1=2
exp �E2 � E�2

RuTm

� �
ð30Þ

On the other hand, for NO2 adsorption–desorption, it is given by:

KNO2
¼

NAAPtS
0
NO2

mNO2
2pWNO2

RuTmð Þ1=2
exp �E5 � E�5

RuTm

� �
ð31Þ

However, for the L–H reaction, the equilibrium constant is modified as:

KLH ¼ ALH exp � E4 � E�4ð Þ
RuTm

� �
ð32Þ

The pre-exponential factor for the L–H reaction step ALH depends on the surface

coverage of NO and atomic oxygen along with their proximity with respect to each

other. Since the surface coverage and proximity depends on temperature, dispersion,

etc., it cannot be directly determined from kinetic theory and is therefore calibrated.

The equilibrium constant for overall NO oxidation (Keq) is derived from the

Gibbs free energy at the catalyst temperature. The reaction rate coefficient for

oxygen adsorption is modeled by the Arrhenius rate expression, where the pre-

exponential factor is calculated from the kinetic theory of gases:

k3 ¼ A3 exp � E3

RuTm

� �
; with A3 ¼

NAS
0
O2

2pWO2
RuTmð Þ1=2

p1=2 ð33Þ

In the above equation, the value of A3 is multiplied by the square root of the inlet

pressure in order to ensure correct units for this parameter in the overall rate

expression.
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For Eqs. 30–33, values for the ideal gas constant, Avogadro’s number, and

molecular weight are commonly available in literature. The remaining parameters

are evaluated based upon a literature review and their dependence on temperature

and catalyst formulations (i.e., dispersion). Parameters that are taken to be

independent of temperature and the catalytic surface are given in Table 1.

The sticking coefficient of NO is 0.9 which matches closely to 0.92 given by

Olsson et al. [7, 8]. Bhatia et al. provided a sticking coefficient value at 0.85,

Hauptman et al. indicated its value at 0.87 [14, 25], and Rankovic et al. used 0.88

[18, 19]. The sticking coefficient of NO2 matches values given by Olsson et al. and

Crocoll et al. and is close to the Rankovic et al. and Hauptman et al. value of 0.97

[7, 13, 14, 18, 19, 28].

The oxygen sticking coefficient depends upon temperature and surrounding

species. Hence, the authors followed Campbell et al. and define the sticking

coefficient as [31, 52]

S0
O2

¼ SO2
exp �ES;O2

RuTm

� �
ð34Þ

Here SO2
is 1.166 9 10-2 (-) and ES;O2

is -4.029 (kJ mol-1).

The desorption frequency (mNO) of NO matches the value given by Olsson et al.,

Crocoll et al., Hauptman et al., Bartram and Gorte [7, 8, 13, 14, 38, 39]. Also, the

desorption frequency (mNO2
) of NO2 is in line with Olsson et al. and Hauptmann

et al.. However, it deviates from the 1013 value given by Crocoll et al. and Bartram

et al. [7, 8, 13, 14, 39]. Adsorption activation energy for both NO and NO2 is

negligible as indicated by the literature [7, 8, 13–16, 18, 25].

The activation energy for the L–H reaction ranges from 101 to 124 kJ mol-1 in

the literature apart from Crocoll et al. whom provide a low value of 35 kJ mol-1 [7,

13, 16–19, 25]. Hauptman et al. suggest the dependence of this activation energy on

surface coverage of NO and Hgen. However, the authors have written the activation

energy without surface coverage dependence in which is in agreement with the

majority of previous studies [16, 17]. The chosen value of 101 kJ mol-1 is close to

that of Olsson et al. and Rankovic et al. and not too dissimilar from Hauptman et al.

if one neglects surface coverage effects [7, 16–19]. The activation energy of

51 kJ mol-1 for NO2 decomposition (backward L–H reaction) is in line

with 52.5 kJ mol-1 provided by Olsson et al. and 56 kJ mol-1 provided by

Table 1 Values of constant

parameters
Parameters Units Values

Apt (m2 site-1) 8 9 10-20 [51]

S0
NO

(-) 0.9

mNO; mNO2
(s-1) 1 9 1016

E2, E5 (kJ mol-1) 0.00

S0
NO2

(-) 1

E4 (kJ mol-1) 101

E-4 (kJ mol-1) 51
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Hauptman et al. after neglecting surface coverage effects [7, 8, 16, 17]. However, it

is slightly higher than the Rankovic et al. value of 36.9 kJ mol-1 [18, 19]. The value

chosen matches Crocoll et al. but they support the E-R mechanism [13].

Apart from the previously mentioned variables, there are three major parameters

left to discuss: activation energy for desorption of NO and NO2 and activation

energy for oxygen adsorption. The literature illustrates that these three parameters

depend on surface coverage and, in turn, on temperature and catalyst surface

morphology. Hence, these parameters have been chosen to incorporate a functional

dependency representative of the physical dependence on catalyst morphology;

hereto known as Model 1.

NO adsorbs at room temperature [13], starts desorbing at 500 K, and near

550–600 K, desorbs completely [9, 25, 39]. At relatively high temperatures

([450 K), NO2 dissociates promoting the formation of NO [13, 39]. This increases

the surface coverage of NO, which reduces the activation energy of NO desorption

[16]. Furthermore, the activation energy of NO desorption decreases with increasing

oxygen surface coverage [13, 16]. It is commonly observed that NO2 dissociation

promotes a growth in oxygen surface coverage beyond oxygen self-promotion [8,

17, 24]. In the absence of NO2 dissociation, oxygen tends to desorbs readily at high

temperatures. In the case of oxygen surface coverage promotion by NO2

dissociation, oxygen coverage increases relative to the higher temperature

dissociation observed in the absence of reaction. This results in a reduction of the

activation energy of NO desorption [53, 54]. The claim of a relative increase in

surface coverage of oxygen with respect to temperature is independently supported

by Wang and Yeh [41].

It is well known that the lack of surface species increases the activation energy of

desorption of that respective species [8, 16, 17, 38, 39]. As discussed earlier,

increasing the catalyst temperature decreases NO availability on the surface and

some authors have even taken surface species coverage to be zero at high

temperature. However, the literature review illustrates that oxygen surface coverage

promotes NO desorption [13, 16, 17, 38, 39]. Hence, at high temperatures, the effect

of desorption promotion by oxygen overtakes the decrease in desorption due to lack

of species, subsequently promoting NO desorption (and lowering NO desorption

activation energy).

When incorporating surface coverage effects, most authors write desorption

activation energy as a function of surface coverage. However, this is not possible for

a global reaction mechanism without modeling surface coverages independently.

Therefore, temperature is used as a proxy for surface coverage based on the earlier

discussion. The literature suggests that NO desorption activation energy is in the

range of 90–140 kJ mol-1 [7–9, 11, 13, 14, 17, 25, 28]. Based on this information,

the expression for NO desorption activation energy is formulated as:

E�2 ¼ 115 � aTm ð35Þ

Here a is a constant used for calibration. Writing the activation energy in this

manner will predict the highest activation energy for desorption at low temperatures

that favors NO surface coverage and NO oxidation. Furthermore, at high
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temperatures, decreased desorption activation energy will increase the probability of

desorption without reaction, helping to satisfy the equilibrium condition. Finally,

the calibrated parameter a directly serves as an indicator of the relative effect of the

adapted parameter, where a larger a indicates increased importance of the surface

coverage dependence term.

For the activation energy of NO2 desorption, at low temperatures (\500 K), NO2

decomposition is slower than NO oxidation and NO2 desorption; thus, promoting

NO2 formation [7, 10, 13]. However, at higher temperatures ([550–600 K), the

decomposition of NO2 is preferred over desorption [13, 39]. In addition, around this

temperature range, NO desorption is preferred over NO oxidation; thus, promoting

decomposition of adsorbed NO2 [39]. However, if the NO2 decomposition is

preferred and NO desorption is fast, than surface oxygen species should increase.

This scenario is consistent with Hauptmann et al. finding an increase in PtO via the

NO2 dissociation reaction at temperatures[550 K [7, 8]. As the temperature

increases, NO desorbs from the surface and reduces the possibility of NO2

formation [39]. With a high decomposition rate and low surface concentrations of

NO2, it can be theorized that the decrease in observed surface NO2 is a function of

increased decomposition rate and an increase of NO2 desorption activation energy is

a function of the decrease in other surface species concentrations (change in surface

concentrations of O2 will be discussed later).

Therefore, this summary indicates that as the temperature increases, NO2

struggles to form as a result of strong adsorption and decomposition, as well as

changing surface coverage fraction of other components. This is represented by an

increase NO2 desorption activation energy modeled here as:

E�5 ¼ 95 þ bTm ð36Þ

Here b is a constant used for calibration. In the literature, the activation energy of

desorption is between 95 and 120 kJ mol-1; hence, the authors have chosen the

same range for the indicated expression [7, 8, 14, 16–19, 25].

Most important is the dependence of oxygen adsorption on catalyst morphology.

Wang et al. show a direct correlation between heat of adsorption of oxygen and

platinum particle size on alumina supported catalysts. It has also been shown that

NO conversion is significantly increased with platinum particle size [41, 55]. This

justifies the prior findings of higher NO conversions over larger platinum particles

and the proposed correlation between oxygen adsorption and O2 adsorption

activation energy [7, 10, 13, 17, 18, 25]. Olsson et al., Bhatia et al., and Rankovic

et al. all suggest the value of 30.4 kJ mol-1 that is used here with a slight

modification [7, 18, 19, 25]. The particle size dependence of oxygen adsorption is

included in the activation energy expression as such:

E3 ¼ 30:4 � dPt � 5:9

5:9

� �
v ð37Þ

Here the reference particle size of 5.9 nm is used based on Bhatia et al.’s findings

[25].
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Packed bed reactor model

Since the measurement of conversion took place at pseudo-steady state conditions,

only the chemical species equation needs to be modeled for the packed bed reactor.

Of note, the authors simulated a temperature ramp experiment after the kinetic

model was calibrated and no difference was seen in the results.

Based on prior efforts of the third author [56], the chemical species equation for a

packed bed simulation is equal to:

eus
o �C

oz
¼ Deff o

2 �C

oz2
� Gca

�R ð38Þ

Here the left hand side represents the advection of the molar species

concentration �C
� 	

as a function of the superficial velocity (eus). The indicated

species concentrations include a combination of the two phases (surface and gas).

The first term on the right hand side is the effective diffusivity that includes the

porosity of the medium. The last term on the right hand side includes the influence

of the reaction rates �Rð Þ on the surface along with a catalytic surface area per unit

volume term (Gca—m2 m-3) in order to ensure the reaction rate expression (Eq. 29)

is in the right units. This is used as an additional calibration variable since it cannot

be readily measured.

Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows the NO oxidation conversion profile with varying catalyst sintering

temperatures. Conversion with sintering temperature varies substantially at

temperatures below that which equilibrium conversion is reached. Above 604 K,

Fig. 1 Pseudo-steady state NO
oxidation conversion versus
temperature (both experimental
and simulation) at isothermal
conditions with varying catalyst
sintering temperatures indicated
(Model 1)
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all catalysts demonstrate less than a 1.2 % variation in total conversion with the

standard deviation averaging 0.9 %. These results illustrate that changing sintering

conditions at these higher temperatures results in no significant change in

conversion. This finding is further confirmed by prior literature findings; i.e., above

604 K, NO oxidation follows the equilibrium conversion curve and is independent

of the catalyst aging conditions.

Fig. 1 also presents the results of the simulation efforts employing the adaptive

kinetics model. Calibration of model parameters was accomplished using the

Matlab fmincon routine while minimizing the least-squared curve-fit (LSQ) between

the simulation results and the experimental data at each pseudo-steady state

temperature.

The model is able to capture both the trends with temperature and dispersion at a

relatively high accuracy with the model parameters given in Table 2. Furthermore,

the equilibrium temperature limitation is accurately represented in the results.

Table 3 shows the platinum particle size for each of the sintered catalysts. As

sintering temperature is increased from 873 to 1073 K platinum particle size is

increases from 2.65 to 10.24 nm. As shown in Fig. 1, the increase in particle size

results in higher NO oxidation conversions across all temperatures while the

temperature of maximum conversion decreases with dispersion. For example, a

maximum conversion of 45.3 % is achieved at 604 K over the catalyst sintered at

1073 K, whereas the catalyst with the smallest platinum particle size only achieved

41.9 % conversion at 654 K. This result is consistent with the literature for NO

oxidation under oxidizing conditions, i.e. larger platinum particles have higher rates

[10, 14, 25, 28, 35].

For NO oxidation below the equilibrium conversion temperatures, the change in

conversion as a function of platinum particle size at each isothermal operating

temperature is significant. Fig. 2 shows the impact of particle size on conversion at

two individual isothermal operating temperatures (554 and 604 K) for both

experimental data and those predicted by Model 1. The maximum variation in

conversion with particle size is observed at 554 K, with an 8.2 % increase in

conversion. Increasing the isotherm temperature to 604 K did not change the

observed trend, but did result in a slight reduction of the percent increase in

conversion to 5.9 %. While Model 1 accurately captures the trend of increasing

Table 2 Model 1 parameters

specified or determined through

calibration

Variable/parameter Value

Packed bed particle dia. (lm) 0.0436

Bed pore diameter (lm) 0.0101

Packed bed void fraction (-) 0.4

Diffusivity model Parallel pore

ALH (-) 1.306 9 10-8

Gca (m2 m-3) 1.306 9 10-11

v (-) 1.832

a 0.0292

b 0.0292
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conversion with particle size, the absolute value of the conversion at each particle

size deviates. This deviation is maintained through the range of reaction

temperatures.

In comparison to previous literature modeling results, this simulation effort

accurately portrays an increased maximum conversion while the temperature at which

maximum conversion is achieved decreases as platinum particle size grows. These

results support Bhatia et al.’s claim that surface coverage of NO has to be included in a

global model for higher accuracy at lower temperatures [25]. Moreover, the results

presented support the idea that oxygen adsorption is the rate determining step and that

particles size effects must also be included in the expressions for desorption activation

energy of NO and NO2. A new expression was developed based upon the premise that

adjacently adsorbed species affect the adsorption and desorption of NO and NO2

substantially, where O2 dominates the surface in the kinetically limited regime. Based

upon this assumption, the authors used the changes in O2 desorption profile with

particle size as the basis for the model modification:

Td ¼ 476 þ 51

dPt

ð39Þ

and Td modifies both the NO and NO2 desorption activation energy expression as

such when Tm C Td:

Table 3 Surface properties of

the Pt/alumina catalyst
Sintering temperature (�C) Dispersion (%) Pt particle size (nm)

800 11.0 10.23

700 17.9 6.33

600 42.6 2.65

Fig. 2 Pseudo-steady state NO
oxidation conversion versus
particle size (both experimental
and simulation) at isothermal
conditions black circle 554 K
white square 604 K
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E�2 ¼ 115 � a Tm � Tdð Þ ð40Þ

E�5 ¼ 95 þ b Tm � Tdð Þ ð41Þ

The expression in Eq. 39 has been developed based upon literature desorption

profiles of oxygen, with surfaces coverages in the range of 0.5–0.7 ML over platinum

single crystals where representative facets of platinum have been used to approximate

well dispersed and non-dispersed platinum particles. In the case of well dispersed

platinum, O2-TPD from the Pt(100) surface shows an increased temperature of

desorption, this is justified by the propensity of small platinum particles to undergo

oxidation and subsequently have stronger Pt-O bonding [57]. To represent the non-

dispersed platinum case, the authors reference O2-TPD from the Pt(111) facet by

Weaver et al.. On these surfaces, oxygen desorption occurs at the lowest temperature

where desorption begins at 476 K [58]. The expressions defined in Eqs. 40 and 41 vary

with temperature to approximate surface coverage effects, and are further modified by

the platinum particle size effect incorporation defined by Eq. 39. It should be noted

that no additional calibrated parameters are introduced with the adapted activation

energy equations. In addition, the particle size dependence of the oxygen adsorption

activation energy is retained from Eq. 37. The results from the modified version of

Model 1 identified hence forth as Model 2 are presented in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 shows the NO oxidation conversion profile with varying catalyst sintering

temperatures compared with Model 2. In accordance with experimental data and

Model 1, the conversion with sintering temperature does not vary at temperatures

above the equilibrium limiting condition. Model 2 more accurately predicts catalyst

aging effects on NO oxidation through the range of temperatures in the kinetically

limited regime.

Model 2 shows substantial improvement over Model 1, evident in the LSQ value

(Model 1 LSQ of 18.84, Model 2 LSQ of 6.43). The model accurately represents the

Fig. 3 Pseudo-steady state NO
oxidation conversion versus
temperature (both experimental
and simulation) at isothermal
conditions with varying catalyst
sintering temperatures indicated
(Model 2)
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trend of decreasing maximum conversion temperature with increased platinum

particle size. Table 4 shows the calibrated parameters for Model 2. It can be

observed that v increases from Model 1 to Model 2; whereas, both a and b decrease

in Model 2 relative to Model 1.

It can be seen in Fig. 4 that Model 2 more accurately predicts the NO oxidation

conversion at each of the platinum particle sizes. Model 2 also shows similar

accuracy to Model 1 with respect to the relative change from the smallest to the

largest particle size (slope of the line).

While detailed kinetics including surface coverage effects will more accurately

simulate the conversion rate, the choice of modeling these effects through

temperature dependencies provides a good compromise for a global kinetic

approach. The kinetic parameters are within the range provided in the literature.

Furthermore, the same kinetic parameters are used for multiple surface chemistries

making the model truly global. This is important, because Stewart et al. have

Table 4 Model 2 parameters

specified or determined through

calibration

Variable/parameter Value

Packed bed particle dia. (lm) 0.0436

Bed pore diameter (lm) 0.0101

Packed bed void fraction (-) 0.4

Diffusivity model Parallel pore

ALH (-) 4.961 9 10-11

Gca (m2 m-3) 6.753 9 10-12

v (-) 2.272

a 0.0237

b 0.0237

Fig. 4 Pseudo-steady state NO
oxidation conversion versus
particle size (both experimental
and simulation) at 604 K
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demonstrated that there is significant change in prediction of conversion curves for

different global models when compared to various surface morphologies [59].

Further improvements in the kinetic constants can be accomplished with

additional experiments employing different inlet conditions (including water and

other chemical species) and particle sizes. In addition, the global kinetics

formulation presented can be utilized in a predictive manner prior to experimen-

tation in order to help guide efforts.

Conclusions

Herein, an updated global kinetic model for NO oxidation is provided for a Pt/c-

alumina catalyst with direct applicability for OCs while helping provide insight into

LNT operation. The majority of kinetic parameters are evaluated based on kinetic

theory of gases. However, a select few are calibrated to fit experimental results for

different catalyst morphologies. The values of the kinetic parameters all fall within

previously reported in the literature values. The results illustrate the necessity of

including NO surface coverage in the model (via a temperature analog) to simulate

NO oxidation conversion at lower temperatures. The modification of the original

modeling efforts clearly illustrate platinum particle size effects must be included to

capture the effects of changing surface coverage with particle size.

The developed model accurately reflects that within the kinetic region, NO

oxidation conversion increases with a decrease in dispersion (increase in platinum

particle size) and, in the equilibrium region, NO oxidation conversion follows the

equilibrium condition irrespective of the catalyst surface morphologies. Both of

these results are consistent with the literature. Overall, the developed model predicts

NO oxidation as a function of platinum particle size relatively well. Substantial

improvement is achieved when the model is modified to include particle size effects

on energies of desorption of NO and NO2. The model is applicable for pre-reduced

surfaces only for both OC and LNT devices. However, for an actual LNT device,

NO oxidation occurs on the pre-reduced surface because of the previous

regeneration event due to lean-rich cycling operation. Hence, the model provided

is suitable for including in the simulation of an LNT after further efforts

investigating the influence of NOx storage materials on Pt particle size, dispersion,

and NO oxidation are accomplished.
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